LEVERAGE to Attend ISC West on April 2nd
nd

LEVEARGE is attending International Security Conference and Exposition on April 2 at Sands Expo,
Las Vegas. Our own Ray Leblond, IP surveillance practice manager, will be speaking at one of the
panels.

The Winning Prescription for a Collaborative City-Wide Public Safety Surveillance
System – April 2nd
Session #PB01: 7:30AM-8:30AM
Room: 302

Location: Sans Expo, Las Vegas
Description: City-Wide IP Surveillance Systems can be a force multiplier providing workflow
improvements while improving citizen quality of life. Properly architected and deployed it will have virtually
unlimited scalability, while garnering acceptance by citizens and business alike. Establishing the
foundation requires a collaborative effort involving agency needs, business input, citizen expectations and
technological considerations. This session delves into the attributes of both successful and unsuccessful
City-Wide IP Surveillance Systems. In the process, participants develop a fundamental knowledge base
for the successful deployment of a shared resource, City-Wide IP Surveillance System that will impact city
government, business and citizens.

Learning Objectives:
1. Outline the benefits of a collaborative city-wide IP surveillance system for your City's agencies, local
businesses and citizens.
2. Develop a process specific to your organization to define the operational and technical requirements
for a city-wide IP surveillance system.
3. Identify the elements and steps required to design, deploy and sustain a city-wide IP surveillance
system.

About Ray Leblond: System architect for city-wide IP Surveillance deployments in several Southern
California cities (including Santa Monica, Redlands, Compton, South Gate, Lynwood, and Gardena,
among others). Author of four patent-pending applications related to city-wide IP surveillance systems.
Ray believes in empowering municipalities and organizations to improve citizens’ quality of life and safety
through innovative technological solutions. He is committed to continuous improvement by listening to
clients and implementing capabilities that address the ever-changing needs of communities and
organizations. LEVERAGE’s innovative patent-pending technology and field-proven solutions address
nuisance and criminal activity using surveillance audio and video, providing long-term suppression and
prevention. Cutting edge video surveillance provides cost effective, proactive, multi-agency resource
sharing, resulting in municipality-wide work flow improvement, while impacting suppression and
prevention of nuisance and criminal activity.

About ISC West: ISC West is the largest physical security show in North America featuring over
1,000 exhibitors in one place in just 3 days. Its business critical education programs keep you informed
on the most relevant products, technologies, and strategies in today’s evolving security market. In fact,
more breakthrough product will be unveiled than ever before.
For more information please follow this link.
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